
 MSc in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

COURSE DETAILS
Major code CPCE00830

WHO SHOULD TAKE THIS
COURSE?
This course is suited to all CT users and in particular 
to all radiographers, radiation therapists and 
radiologists working in the modality.

COURSE OVERVIEW
CT now contributes the greatest proportion of radiation 
exposure to the general population from medical imaging 
and its use continues to grow. As CT technology constantly 
evolves and the number of applications expands, CT users 
need to be ever more conscious of radiation protection within 
the modality.

 This CPD course details essential dose optimisation techniques 
so that you can put your patients welfare first. Learn how you 
can use diagnostic reference levels to identify excessive doses, 
ensure your practice is dose efficient, compare your local CT 
doses nationally and internationally, and learn from best 
practice techniques.
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Online CPD Course
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More information on this course:
www.ucd.ie/medicine

Apply for this course: 
www.ucd.ie/apply

CONTACT 
MS. ANNE HEGARTY 
Administrator – Diagnostic Imaging 
Email: graduate.imaging@ucd.ie 
Tel: + 353 1 716 6545

ABOUT UCD DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
UCD is an internationally recognised centre of excellence for 
Diagnostic Imaging. The School of Medicine offers an extensive 
portfolio of graduate taught courses, which cater to a diverse range of 
healthcare professionals. 
For more information visit www.ucd.ie/medicine

For more information:
Administrator – Diagnostic Imaging 
Email: graduate.imaging@ucd.ie 
Tel: + 353 1 716 6545

To book into the online Safe CT course go to our  
booking centre:
www.ucd.ie/medicine/studywithus/cpd/explore

COURSE DESCRIPTION

WHAT WILL I LEARN?
This CPD course details essential dose optimisation techniques so 
that you can put your patients welfare first. Revise important aspects 
of CT scanner operation in particular newly developed scanner 
features that help to optimise dose - but only when used correctly! 
Also learn how you can use diagnostic reference levels to identify 
excessive doses, ensure your practice is dose efficient, compare your 
local CT doses nationally and internationally, and learn from best 
practice techniques.  

This course also explains CT parameters and their influence on both 
image quality and patient dose, with some advice on how to select 
the best for your patients. Practical CPD exercises are also included 
throughout to guide you through calculating DRLs for your own 
scanner as well as confirming the influence of CT parameters on 
dose and image quality.

HOW/WHERE WILL I LEARN?
This entire course is designed in a self-paced online format, which 
means that you can complete the programme requirements 
according to your own schedule.

FEES
€80

*Refund of €50 to the first 8 radiographers 
or radiation therapists who apply for a 
refund through the IIRRT (open to non-IIRRT 
members also) 


